A model of the quantitative genetics of phenotypically plastic characters is developed. When genotype-environment interaction is present, and the allelic effects contributing to any two traits are linear functions of the environment, the additive genetic variances of, and additive genetic covariance between, traits become quadratic functions of the environmental variable. The additive genetic covariance will in general change sign over some range of the environmental variable. The conditions of the mathematically special case, where additive genetic covariance has the same sign in all environments, imply structure in the pleiotropic effects of any alleles, i.e. developmental constraints can prevent additive genetic covariance changing sign. Mathematical independence of polygenic effects between traits represents in this model a lack of developmental constraints and leads to sign change in the additive genetic covariance over environments.
Introduction
Many, or perhaps most, traits in nature do not exhibit fixed character values. Both genetic variation and phenotypic plasticity are widespread, and both have long been recognized as important evolutionary strategies (Bradshaw 1965) , perhaps complementary, perhaps alternative. Variation in the environment might require genetic variation to effect adaptation to the environment (Hamrick and Holden 1979) or it might be met by adaptive phenotypic plasticity (Scheiner and Teeri, 1986) , or by both (Berven, Gill and Smith-Gill, 1979) . Both genetic heterogeneity and phenotypic plasticity can be the strategy of a species to cope with variation in the environment; the consequences of the choice of strategy for further evolutionary change are not known. Phenotypic plasticity can be an adaptive strategy pre-empting the need for genetic variation, or it might be additional to genetic variation. Despite two recent reviews (Schlichting, 1986 , Sultan, 1987 it is not clear how often each situation prevails. Moreover, genetic variation in phenotypic plasticity itself exists (Via, 1984 , Scheiner and Goodnight, 1984 , Scheiner and Lyman, 1989 and as a consequence plasticity can be shaped by selection (Via and Lande, 1985) .
Phenotypically plastic traits are often quantitative traits, but quantitative genetics, the main tool for dealing with the inheritance of quantitative traits, does not lend itself well to dealing with phenotypic plasticity. Quantitative genetics deals in variance components.
Phenotypic plasticity leads to a variance component within the environmental variance and therefore plasticity lowers the heritability estimate in a population that has a distribution over the environment. Phenotypic plasticity differing between genotypes leads to a genotype-environment interaction variance, and in heritability estimates this genotype-environment interaction variance, too, becomes part of the non-genetic variance (Falconer, 1981) . As is generally known, heritabilities apply only to the population and environment where they were estimated, but in the case of phenotypically plastic characters, our main concern is not so much the estimate of specific heritability but how heritability changes with the environment. The evolutionary consequences of genetic variation in phenotypic plasticity can possibly better be evaluated when dependence of heritability on mean and variance of the environment, as the population perceives it, can be detailed (de Jong, 1989 (de Jong, , 1990 . Also, for understanding selection on a number of phenotypically plastic characters in a varying environment, it is necessary to know how the components of the genetic variancejcovariance matrix, additive genetic variances and covariances, change with the environment of the population. A quantitative genetics of trait values that change with the environment is therefore necessary. Such a quantitative genetics can be framed using the concept of the reaction norm.
The term "reaction norm" seems first to have been used by Woltereck in 1909, as part of the discussion at that time as to what should be meant by "genotype". Prompted by experimental work on Daphnia clones, Woltereck writes: "Der "Genotypus" eines Quantitativmerkmals ist die vererbte Reaktionsnorm", and his paragraph heading actually states "Genotypus = Reaktionsnorm". He is therefore saying that the genotype (of a Daphnia clone) is constituted by its characteristic way of reacting to the environment, not by a fixed value. The word "Reaktionsnorm:" mean, characteristic, almost prescribed, programmed way of reacting to the environment, was in 1909 meant as an explication of the concept "genotype".
As a consequence of differential usage over time, we now use genotype without explanation, and need to define reaction norm.
A reaction norm as coded for by a genotype is the systematic change in mean expression of a phenotypic character that occurs in response to a systematic change in an environmental variable ( Fig. 1 ). This empirical description can be modelled as follows: the reaction norm itself is a function, with the value of the environmental variable as argument and the genotypic value of the trait as function value; the phenotypic value in any environment would be determined by the genotypic value and some error. The function is specific for the genotype. Genetic variation in phenotypic plasticity can be specified as genetic variation in reaction norms, as genetic variation in functions. Within any environment, the function value would be the genotypic value as used in standard quantitative genetics. Genetic variation in plasticity then becomes a problem in the quantitative genetics of functions rather than of fixed values. While some general principles can be seen, it might not be feasible to construct a fully general theory of the quantitative genetics of functions. However, it has been observed that some linear reaction norms actually exist in nature, as for wing length in Drosphila melanogaster (Coyne and Beecham, 1987) . In the following, we will therefore concentrate on linear reaction norms as the first step away from fixed trait values.
A major feature of using reaction norms is the possibility to obtain a clear description of genotype-environment interaction.
If the reaction norms are not parallel, that is if the different genotypes react differently to the environment, a genotype-environment interaction arises, and gives rise to a separate variance component. If reaction norms are parallel genetic variance is independent of the environment, and the only consequence of phenotypic plasticity is a systematic component in the environmental variance. In constructing a quantitative genetics for non-parallel reaction norms, the first problem is the dependence of the additive genetic variance of a trait and the additive genetic covariance between traits on the environment, for replicated populations at the same genotypic composition. The second problem is whether the additive genetic covariance can change sign. Would a sign change in the additive genetic covariance be impossible, be a generally occurring phenomenon or need special conditions? Experiments have shown that replicates of the same population in different environments can show different genetic variances and covariances (Service and Rose, 1985, Mukai, 1988) . Genetic covariance between two phenotypically plastic characters has been reported to change sign with the environment. Murphy, Giesel and Manlove (1983) found such a sign change for three genetic correlations in a study of the effect of temperature on heritability and genetic correlations, for life-history characters in Drosophila simulans. Gebhardt and Stearns (1988) found a change in the genetic covariance between developmental time and weight at eclosion in Drosophila mercatorum, over four food regimes. Without any quantitative genetic theory indicating possibilities for sign change in genetic covariance it remains questionable whether such experimentally found sign changes in genetic covariance are real or are due to measurement error.
Principles
The approach will be by way of population genetics underlying quantitative genetics, comparable to the approach in Kempthome (1957) and the one-locus model in Falconer (1981) . The genotype as a whole consists of the genotype at many loci. The reaction norm as the function determined by the total genotype can be modelled as the sum of per-locus functions. For each locus separately, genotypic values are supposed to be a function of the environmental variable, a per-locus reaction norm. We will simply concern ourselves here with genotypic values that can be found by adding allelic effects; the consequences of dominance will be dealt with in a later article. Similarly, only two alleles will be considered. Neither the presence of dominance nor the presence of multiple alleles affects the patterns in the additive genetic variance and additive genetic covariance reported here.
The allelic effects of alleles Kr and K, at any locus K for a trait I are denoted B,,~( and a2.KlT and the genotypic values for trait I as given by genotype KiKj as gij,K, = aivK, + ajTK,. With such additive genotypic values, the average effect of a gene substitution rK, at locus K on trait I is equal to the ordered difference of the allelic effects: I-Ki = aI. All the following model is derived by supposing that the allelic effects are linear functions of the environmental variable x (Fig. 1) ; for the allelic effect of allele Ki on trait 1:
where ai,Kl represents the intercept of the allelic effect of allele i of locus K on trait I and c;,~, represents the slope of the allelic effect of allele i of locus K on trait 1. The average effect of a gene substitution becomes the difference between two straight lines. Unless these lines are parallel, the average effect of a gene substitution is also a straight line. Its coefficients are the average effect of a gene substitution for the intercepts (rK, and the average effect of a gene substitution for the slopes yK,:
Note that the average effect of a gene substitution r,, becomes zero at
The allele frequencies of alleles K, and K, are pK and qK. For any two loci K and M, Xim is the frequency of gamete KiM,, and D,,,, = x,i x2* -xIZx2, measures the linkage disequilibrium between the two loci. The additive genetic variance is the sum of two types of terms: terms arising from within-locus effects and terms arising from effects of locus pairs (Avery and Hill, 1979, Falconer, 1981, page 120) ; no higher order linkage disequilibria occur in the additive genetic variance even if they exist. The form of each within-locus term is 2p,q, r&. The form of each term from a pair of loci is 4D,, rK, IM,. Whenever an average effect of a gene substitution for some locus is zero, the corresponding per-locus and linkage disequilibrium contributions to the additive genetic variance become zero.
The additive genetic covariance between traits I and 2 is the sum of two types of terms: terms arising from within-locus effects and terms arising from effects of locus pairs. The form of each within-locus term is 2p,q,r,, rK2. The form of each term from a locus pair is 2D,,( IK, fMZ + fK2 lYM1). If rKI = 0, the contribution of locus K to both the additive genetic variance, 2p,q,r$,, and to additive genetic covarian-, 2fwh rxl rKZI becomes zero. At least per locus, there is a tight relation of the minimum of the additive genetic variance for a trait to one of the two roots of the additive genetic covariance of that trait with any other trait. In linkage equilibrium, the sign of additive genetic covariance depends on the signs of the within-locus contributions;
for each contribution 2p,q, rKI IK2 its sign depends upon rK, rKI (Fig. 2 ). If such a product rK, rK2 cannot change sign, cannot change sign, its additive genetic covariance might not be able to change sign. That is, for each locus, two conditions are fundamental to the possibility of a sign change in the additive genetic covariance: 1. at least one of the average effects of a gene substitution rK, or fK1 should change sign, but 2. fKI and rK2 should not both change sign at the same environment.
In the presence of linkage disequilibrium, the sign of the products IK, rMZ and IK21M, becomes important too.
The first condition implies that the allelic effects B,,~[ and aZ,K, are functions of the environment and cross for at least one of the traits; the average effect of a gene substitution fK( changes sign at the environmental value where the allelic effects cross. This means that the three reaction norms of the genotypes K, K,, KiKj and K, K, cross at that same value of the environmental variable. The principle depends upon crossing of the allelic effects and the consequent sign change of the average effect of a gene substitution, not upon linearity or additivity.
When the average effect of a gene substitution rK, changes sign, both the appropriate within-locus covariance component 2p,q, rKI rKZ and all betweenlocus covariance components 2D,, rK, rMZ change sign; the original sign of 2p,q, rK, rK2 is retrieved when rKZ changes sign too, and the original sign of any 20,~ rKI FM2 is retrieved when IMZ changes sign. The separate terms of the covariance can each change sign twice (Fig. 2) .
The second condition states that these two sign changes should not coincide. If rK, and IKZ both change sign at the same environment X, the product rK, rK2 will not change sign at x (Fig. 3) . The within-locus contribution to the additive genetic covariance, 2pKqKf K, rK2, will not change sign at x. In terms of empirical data, this would mean that a physiological process that causes the average effects of a gene substitution for the two traits to be zero at the same environment, will prevent a change in sign of the within-locus contribution to the additive genetic covariance. Interest therefore centers on how the crossing points of the allelic effects, i.e. the zero points of the average effects of a gene substitution, vary between loci and between traits. 
This enables us to define an additive genetic variance for intercepts .VA,o.,r and for slopes VA,c,,, and an additive genetic covariance between intercepts and slopes cov A,a,c.,, all for trait 1. And it enables us to define an additive genetic covariance for intercepts between traits COV,.,.,.,.,, and for slopes between traits COV,,,,,.r,z, and between intercepts and slopes cross-wise between the traits COV,.,.,,,,, and cov.4.,..I,a.z~ For their full shape, see Appendix I.
aI.MI and +,MI of alleles M, and M,, and the average effect of a gene substitution rM, = P,,~, -P~.~,. cc. rK,, and YzM, determining the contribution of locus M to the additive genetic variance. Fig.  2d . Trait 2. da. Three reaction norms for the three genotypes at locus M, sum of allelic effects, db. Allelic effects P,,~~ and P~.+,~ of alleles M, and M,, and the average effect of a gene substitution rMI = qMZ -qMT dc. rM2, and I-L, determining the contribution of locus M to the additive genetic variance. Fig. 2e . rK, and fKz, and the product TX, fK3 determining the contribution of locus K to the additive genetic covariance. Fig. 2f . f,, and fM2, and the product rM,rMJ determining the contribution of locus M to the additive genetic covariance. Fig. 2g . the additive genetic variances I',~, and VA,2 and the additive genetic covariance COV,,,? Trait I: I,,~, = +lO-'6.x; aZ,K, = +6-'2.x; B,,~, = +3-'5x; a2,M, = +I-'3x; rK, = +4-4x; TM, = +2-.2x; fK, and fM, are zero at x = + IO. Trait 2: a,,K2=
-IO-'6x; aZ.KZ= -6-.2.x; a,,M2= -3-'5.r; a2.M2= -I-'3x; rK2 = -4-,4x; rMf = -2-.2x. fK2 and fM2 are zero at x = -10. of alleles K, and K,, and the average effect of a gene substitution rKI = n,.X, -I*.~,. and l-g, determining the contribution of locus K to the additive genetic variance. Fig. 3b . Trait 2. ba. Three reaction norms for the three genotypes at locus K, sum of allelic effects, bb. Allelic effects a1.K2 and a2 K2 k rK2, ' of alleles K, and K,, and the average effect of a gene substitution rK2 = a,.KZ -qKz. and r$,, determining the contribution of locus K to the additive genetic variance. Fig. 3c . Trait I. ca. Three reaction norms for the three genotypes at locus M, sum of allelic effects. cb. Allelic effects genetics of reaction norms 455
When we substitute expression 2a for the average effect of a gene substitution as a function of the environment into the expression for the additive genetic variance, we find that the additive genetic variance for any trait I becomes a quadratic function of the environment if the average effect of a gene substitution is linear at at least one locus (Appendix I):
V",, = VA.n., + 2XCOV",,,c,, + x*Y4,c,,
A variance can never be negative, and as the coefficient of x2 is positive, the additive genetic variance forms a valley parabola with its minimum at the environmental value xmin = -COV,,, ,=,, / VA ,=,,. When for both traits the average effect of a gene substitution is linear at at least one locus, substitution of these average effects into the expression for the additive genetic covariance yields that the additive genetic covariance becomes a quadratic function of the environment (Appendix I): cov,4,,2 = COV",,.1,0,2 + x[COV.4*a,r,,,t + COV,,c,l.a,21 + x2c0v",&,2 (6) A covariance can be negative, and the general shape of the function is given by the coefficient of x2, COV,,,,,,c,,; if positive, the additive genetic covariance forms a valley parabola, if negative, it forms a mountain parabola (Fig. 3, Fig. 4 ). The minimum, or maximum, additive genetic covariance is found at the environmental value X ext = -[covA.,,l.c.z + covA,4,%21/2 c0v,4,,,,,,2
Another question is whether additive genetic covariance can change sign. Looking at the discriminant of the quadratic equation will be conclusive. The discriminant Disc = [COVA,,I,c,z + COVA,c,I,a.2 I' -4 . COVA,c,l,c,2 * COVA.,.r,a.2 (74 aI.MI and a2.MI of alleles M, and M2, and the average effect of a gene substutition rMI = a, M, -a2,M,. cc. rKI, and l-L, determining the contribution of locus M to the additive genetic vahance. Fig.  3d . Trait 2. da. Three reaction norm for the three genotypes at locus M, sum of allelic effects. db. Allelic effects aI.M2 and aZ.MZ of alleles M, and M2, and the average effect of a gene substitution rM2 = q+,Z -a2.MI dc. rM2, and G.,,, determining the contribution of locus M to the additive genetic variance. Fig. 3e . rK, and rK2, and the product TX, rKJ determining the contribution of locus K to the additive genetic covariance. Fig. 3f -rM, and rMJr and the product r M, rMZ determining the contribution of locus M to the additive genetic covariance. Fig. 3g . the additive genetic variances V,., and VA, and the additive genetic covariance COV,.,2 Trair I: a,.%,, = 21-6x; P2,x, = 1 I4x; P,,M, = -20. +x; qM, = -2f . 5x; rn,= lo-.2x; rM,= -18+ 5x; Trait 2: qic2 = -2O+ .6x; a2,K2 = + '2x; a,.M2 = IO-. 33x; a2.MZ =4-16x;
rxr= -2o+. 4~; r,=6-.16X;
TX, and rx2 are zero at x = +50. FM, and rM2 are zero at x = +36. Plotted is the part of the expected value of the additive genetic variances that is independent of the allele frequencies: i.e. y = (4 + F,x)'+ u'{a,) + u*{y,Jx*, and part of the expected value of the additive genetic covariance that is independent of the allele frequencies: y = (a, + f,x)(E, + yzx) + cov{u,,aa] + cov{y,,y,)x*, assuming that all covariantes between slopes and intercepts of the average effects of a gene substitution are zero. In The two terms Y and Z in the discriminant represent different influences of traits and loci on the possibilities for a sign change: Y gives the effect of the loci, and Z the effect of the traits. In Y, there are two within-locus terms, one for locus K and one for locus M followed by a between-locus term; but in every ay product, both traits are represented. In Z, every ay product is within one trait. This makes it feasible to partition trait and locus effects in considering the possibility for, or lack of, a sign change in the additive genetic covariance. Linkage disequilibrium can cause an important effect; whether this will promote or suppress a sign change depends both on its own value and on the value of the other quantities.
Both expressions, Y and Z, can be regarded as representing differences between x-values where an average effect of a gene substitution is zero. The comparisons are for the zero points of the average effects at the same locus for different traits, as -Q~IY,, and -aK21yK~~ and for the zero points of the average effects of one trait at different loci, as -aK,/y,, and -aMI /yM1. In the expression Y, each a,,~,, -aKZyK, term indicates how far the points, where the average effects of a gene substitution at locus K are zero for trait 1 and for trait 2, are from each other (Fig. 2) . The further the zero points of the average effects of the two traits are from each other for each locus, the greater Y is. Each a,,,,yKz -aMzYa,, too, indicates how far the zero points of average effects for the two traits are from each other, but now between loci. In the expression Z, each a,,~,,,, -a,,y,, indicates how far the points, where average effects of a gene substitution for trait I are zero for locus K and for locus M, are from each other (Fig. 3) . The further the zero points of the average effects for the same trait are from each other between the two loci, the greater Z is, in absolute value.
An interpretation of the condition for sign change, Y2 + Z > 0, is thereby suggested. Sign change occurs if the two zero points for the average effects for one trait but for the two loci are near each other, and the zero points for the average effects for the other trait are near each other too, while the zero points for the average effects of the two traits at the same locus are far removed from each other (Fig. 2) . No sign change occurs if the zero points of the average effects for the two traits at the same locus are near each other, while the zero points of the average effects for the loci are far from each other (Fig. 3) . This holds if the signs of the additive genetic covariance per locus are the same for both loci.
For two loci, this means that two extreme cases are easily visualized. When the average effects of a gene substitution for a trait are zero at the same environmental value for both loci (Fig. 2) , the Z term in the discriminant becomes zero (as one of its factors becomes zero), whatever the allele frequencies and the linkage disequilibrium. The discriminant reduces to the square [COV A.n.I.c.2 -COVA.d.~,2 1'. the additive genetic covariance has two roots, and 9 changes sign. The roots are found at: XI = -cov,,,, 1.a.z /cov, c I E 2 . . . .
(8~) x2 = -cov,.,, l.c.2 ICOV, c , r 2 , , . . (84 Let us suppose it was the factor for trait I in Z that became zero: aKIyMI -a,,y,, = 0. This implies that IKI = IM, = 0. But if so, not only will the additive genetic covariance be zero, the additive genetic variance for trait 1 will be zero as well (cf. expr. 4a and 4b). When the zero points of the average effects for a trait coincide over loci, a sign change in the additive genetic covariance occurs at the minimum of the additive genetic variance for that trait. Moreover, this root of the additive genetic covariance is independent of the gene frequencies and linkage disequilibrium.
In Fig. 2 this is the case for both traits, and x, = -aK,/ Y Kf = --a,,,$',, and x2 = -~Kz~'K.z = -a~,?',,.
When the average effects of a gene substitution at each locus are zero at the same environmental value for both traits (Fig. 3) only Z and the linkage disequilibrium term in Y remain. Linkage equilibrium leads to Y = 0, only part of Z remains. If, moreover, per trait the products of the average effects of the slopes, yK,yW, and yK2yw2, have the same sign, in Z the two factors involving ay have the same sign. Therefore, Z and the discriminant are negative, and the additive genetic covariance over the two loci does not change sign. If yK,yW, and yK2yM2 have the same sign, so have YKIYKZ and ~,dk~; this means that the per-locus covariances both have the same sign, being both valley or both mountain parabolas (Fig. 3) (Appendix II).
In this case, where the two average effects of a gene substitution at a locus are zero at the same enviromental value, the reaction norms at the locus'cross for both traits at this environmental value. This would seem to indicate some functional connection in the allelic effects of the locus on the two traits, in a biological interpretation.
In these two 'basic' cases, linkage equilibrium plays a different role: when the average effects are zero at the same environmental value for one trait over all loci, the additive genetic covariance changes sign, and the presence or absence of linkage disequilibrium has no effects. But if the average effects of a gene substitution at a locus are tied together, and are zero for both traits at the same environmental value, the absence of linkage disequilibrium guarantees a lack of sign change in the additive genetic covariance.
Polygenes

Distributions of average eflects
The two-locus case suggests that sign change in the additive genetic covariance emerges when the zero points of the average effects for the one trait cluster around some environmental value, and the zero points of the average effects for the other trait cluster around some other environmental value far from the first. But when the zero points for the two average effects at a locus are near each other on the x-axis while the zero points of the average effects are far from each other between loci, a sign change might not occur.
This suggests an approach to the polygenic case. The outline of a model for the polygenic case, together with some biological interpretation, will be given first. Suppose that linear reaction norms for two traits are found at many loci of small effect, each with two alleles. Two alleles per locus means that there is one average effect of a gene substitution at a locus for a trait. Over loci, the average effects of a gene substitution are sampled independently from some distribution that is specific for the trait and the trait combination.
Since rK, = aK, + yKIx, this is held to imply sampling from a simultaneous distribution of the aK, and yKI, with covariance cov{a,,y,}. The aK[ are sampled independently from a marginal distribution with mean ai, and variance a2(a,}, while the yK, are sampled independently from a marginal distribution with mean T[ and variance a*{y,}. Between traits, sampling of the rKI and rKZ from a simultaneous distribution involves moreover the covariances cov{a,,a,>, cov{aI,yz), cov{y,,a,) and cov(y,,y,}. All we need is for the means, variances and covariances to exist, but the exact distributions are not important for the following model. Physiology and development will determine the distributions, and, most importantly, whether the distributions of the average effects for intercepts and for slopes are independent, within a trait and between traits. They determine, for example, whether the distribution of the average effects for intercepts is independent of the distribution of the average effects for slopes, i.e. whether cov{a,,y,} = 0, and cov(a,,y,} = cov{a,,y,} = 0, -and whether the distributions of the average effects for intercepts and for slopes between traits are independent. Non-independence of the distributions of average effects for slopes between traits means that at each locus the two differences between the allelic effects, for the two traits, are systematically related. This occurs readily if the allelic effects of the same allele for the two traits are systematically related in slope: synergistic or according to a trade-off, leading to a covariance between the average effects of a gene substitution of slopes over traits that is positive or negative. Non-independence of the distributions of average effects for intercepts between traits means that the allelic effects of the same allele for the two traits are systematically related in intercept: again synergistic or according to a trade-off.
A covariance other than zero for the average effects of a gene substitution at one locus over the two traits will be held to represent structuredpleiorropy: a developmental or functional constraint underlying the genetic covariances, based upon correspondence in expression of an allele with regard to the two traits. Independence of the average effects of slopes and of the average effects of intercepts implies that the effect of an allele towards one trait is not systematically related to the effect of the allele towards the other trait. Lack of a systematic relation in the allelic effects will lead to independence of the average effects of a gene substitution at the same locus between traits; there is still pleiotropy, as any allele influences both traits, but no underlying functional constraint. 
At total linkage equilibrium, or if the sum of the linkage disequilibria is zero, the position X,in,, of the minimum of the additive genetic variance for trait I is independent of the allele frequencies, and found at At total linkage equilibrium, or if the sum of the linkage disequilibria is zero, the gene frequencies have no influence on the behaviour of the expected value of the additive genetic covariance, This will further be assumed.
The two interesting features of the additive covariance are again whether it is basically positive or negative, i.e. a valley or mountain parabola, and whether it can change sign, i.e. whether the quadratic function has two roots.
When the coefficient of x2, y,y2 + cov(yI,y2}, is positive, the additive genetic covariance forms a valley parabola; if negative, it forms a mountain parabola. The means of the average effects of the slopes and the covariance between the per trait average effect of the slopes determine the general behaviour of the covariance; intercepts play no role. The minimum, or maximum, additive genetic covariance is found at the environmental value of &xt = -[cr#, + cov{a,,y,) + erg, + cov{w,)l/W,72
+covbd2)
The next question is whether the additive genetic covariance changes sign or not. Independence of all average efects within and between loci For many loci with small effects, in many different places of physiology and times of development, independence of all average effects for intercept and for slope might perhaps be expected. We shall consider first what happens with total independence of all average effects.
The position of the minimum additive genetic variance for trait 1, given independent average effects of slope and intercept, is
At total independence between all average effects, there are always two roots to the quadratic function, as the discriminant becomes --
The additive genetic covariance always changes sign. The two roots (xi and x2) of the additive genetic covariance are now found at
This shows that with independence of all average effects, the minima of the additive genetic variances (expr. 1 lb) are "near" the roots of the additive genetic covariance (expr. 15cd). How "near" depends upon the variances in the average effects of the slopes. Polygenic inheritance of phenotypic plasticity with full independence between all average effects of a gene substitution within and between loci shows a pattern (Fig. 4ad ) that is reminiscent of, but not identical to, the first 'basic' pattern with two loci (Fig. 2) .
Comriance in acerage effects for intercepts and for dopes
This pattern of additive genetic variances and additive genetic covariance becomes less clear when the average effects for intercepts and the average effects for slopes are not independent between the two traits. The covariances between the average effects for slopes cov{y,,y,j and for intercepts cov{aI,a~} differ from zero, while cov{a,,y,) = 0 and cov{a,,y, > = 0. It is possible that no sign change occurs, when these covariances cause the discriminant to be negative. The discriminant of the additive genetic covariance becomes
A possibility for the additive genetic covariance not to change sign exists if the products of the mean average effects for one subtrait (slope or intercept) and the covatiances of the average effects for the other subtrait (intercept or slope) have the --same sign. That is, when a,a2, cov{y,,y,}, y,TZ and cov{a,,a2) have the same sign, either all positive or all negative. If the covariances are high, the discriminant can become negative even if its quadratic part is greater than zero (Fig. 4bf) . Lack of ----sign change occurs especially easily if [a,y, -a,y,]' = 0, i.e. if -El /rl = -az/TZ. This implies that the mean average effect of a gene substitution for trait I, r, = E, +7)x, and the mean average effect of a gene substitution for trait 2, r, = L& + 1/2x, are zero at the same environmental value x. A biological interpretation seems to be that for the additive genetic covariance to have the same sign in all environments, a structure in the pleiotropic effects must exist, either a synergistic pleiotropy (Fig. 4f) or a trade-off pleiotropy (Fig. 4b) . The products of the means of the average effects, and the covariances of the average effects, should be similarly related, both for slope and intercept. The product of the means of the average effects for slopes and the covariance between the average effects for slopes, moreover, determine the overall sign of the additive genetic covariance. A trade-off must exist both in the mean values of the average effects and in their covariances, for any consistently negative additive genetic covariance to appear (Fig. 4b) . Similarly, a synergistic effect must exist both in the product of the mean values of the average effects and in their covariances for any consistently positive additive genetic covariance to appear over all environments (Fig. 4f) . Lack of sign change is only possible with such a structure in the pleiotropic effects.
Structured pleiotropy is necessary for lack of sign change, not sufficient. A low covariance between average effects can easily be consistent with a sign change. Reversely, the correlation between the average effects for slopes or for intercepts need not be high, as the covariances between the average effects and the products of means of the average effects are determining, not the correlations. The variances in the average effects do not play a role in additive genetic covariance; this precludes a role for the correlation of the average effects. In Fig. 4 , the correlation between the average effects of a gene substitution for trait 1 and trait 2 is for intercepts 0.6923 (Fig. 4cf) or -0.6923 (Fig. 4be) , and for slopes 0.6402 (Fig. 4cf) or -0.6402 (Fig. 4be) .
On the other hand, if the pleiotropy in the means of the average effects, as indicated by their product, differs in sign from the pleiotropy indicated by the covariances of the average effects, the discriminant of the additive genetic covariante is even more pronounced (Fig. 4c, 4e ). It seems difficult, however, to give such cases a biological interpretation.
Covariance between the average effects for intercept and slope A covariance between the average effect of a gene substitution for slope and the average effect of a gene substitution for intercept within the same trait does not form a constraint upon the additive genetic covariance, even if all other covariantes between average effects differ from zero. If for trait I and each locus K yxr = k,a,, the additive genetic variance for trait I becomes VA.[ = VA.n,,( 1 + k,x)2. The minimum of the additive genetic variance has the value zero and is found at Xmin.l = -l/k,. The additive genetic covariance becomes COV,,,, = COvA,0,,,a,2 (1 + k,x)( 1 + k,x). The two roots of the additive genetic covariance become x, = -I/k, and x2 = -I/k,. The roots of the additive genetic covariance are found exactly at the minima of the additive genetic variances. The position of the minimum of the additive genetic variance can be found from expr. lOa, and the roots can be found from expr. 15ab, using the expressions from the polygenic model. A constant ratio between average effect of a gene substitution for slope and the average effect of a gene substitution for intercept corresponds, too, to the case depicted in Fig. 2 for two loci. Such constraint on the average effects within a trait sharpens the pattern in the additive genetic variances and additive genetic covariance over the environments.
Discussion
Schlichting (1986) mentions the necessity for further quantitative genetic studies of phenotypic plasticity in his review of the evolution of phenotypic plasticity in plants. Comparative field studies and accompanying experiments are necessary to ascertain the relative importance of genetic variation and plasticity in adaptation and evolution, and the conditions to be met for evolving plasticity or genetic heterogeneity. But in order to be able to interpret genetic studies of plasticity, one would need a quantitative genetics of plastic characters.
The genotypic value for a trait will in general not be fixed over all environments, and a quantitative genetics that can only deal with fixed genotypic values, independent of the environment, is restricted in its applicability. Yet, this inability of quantitative genetics to deal with changing trait values under changing environments might be the price paid for a reasonably straightforward and general theory. Here, a first step towards introducing genetically based plasticity is taken, pointing the way to a quantitative genetics of reaction norms. This first step is making the average effects of a gene substitution a linear function of the environment.
A linear average effect of a gene substitution will derive from linear reaction norms in the presence of genotype by environment interaction. Average effects of a gene substitution that are linear functions of the environment might derive too from reaction norms that are higher order polynomials in the environmental variable but differ only up to the first order in their coefficients; again, genotype by environment interaction is necessary for the average effect of a gene substitution to be a function of the environment.
Standard quantitative genetics holds for reaction norms of identical slope, a situation lacking genotype by environment interaction and leading to a constant average effect of a gene substitution; only the genetic variances and covariances in the intercepts remain. The genetic variance/covariance matrix is in that case identical over all environments. How the pleiotropic effects of alleles relate remains obscure. How the pleiotropic effects of alleles relate has to be considered when the properties of additive genetic covariance are looked into in the case of genotype by environment interaction, As so often in biological modelling, the first step towards more realism by a more complex model immediately exposes complexities that had lain hidden. By treating environmental variation explicitly, developmental constraints become more explicit.
Both changes in value (Service and Rose, 1985) and change in sign of the additive genetic covariance between characters over a range of environments have been reported (Murphy, Giesel and Manlove, 1983 , Gebhardt and Stearns, 1988 , Schlichting 1986 , Mukai, 1988 . The data are just starting to show this might be a real phenomenon, and a phenomenon of interest. The results here emphasize the importance of analyzing the pattern of genetic variances and covariance over a range of environments.
In general, additive genetic covariance will change sign if genotype by environment interaction exists at any locus for both traits. The basic pattern has the sign changes in additive genetic covariance "near" the position of the minima of the additive genetic variances (Fig. 2, Fig. 4ad) . A mathematically special situation of biological interest leads to an additive genetic covariance of similar sign over all environments (Fig. 3, Fig. 4ce ).
An empirical sign change in the additive genetic covariance betweeen two traits over environments can occur developmentally in many ways. The sign change might indicate independence of the average effects of the slopes of both traits and independence of the average effects of the intercepts of both traits (Fig. 4ad) . Or, the sign change might indicate a low covariance between the average effects of the slopes of both traits and a low covariance between the average effects of the intercepts of both traits. Or, the sign change might indicate an opposite sign of the product of the means of the average effects and the covariance of the average effects (Fig. 4bf) . Taking the latter case as unlikely, this would indicate, for instance, that for developmental time and weight at eclosion in Drosophila mercatorum (Gebhardt and Steams 19X8) , the covariance between average effects at pleiotropic loci would be low. The deviations of the average effects from their trait specific mean would not be functionally related. This would seem to indicate that such deviations are genetical noise, and represent a mutation/selection balance, as might perhaps be expected if the means of the distributions of allelic effects have been selected to conform to an optimized life-history (Stearns and Koella, 1986) .
Lack of a sign change in additive genetic covariance might be due to many loci that contribute constant average effects to a trait, and which effects drown those of the loci for which genotype by environment interaction exists for both traits. The more interesting situation occurs when the additive genetic covariance cannot change sign, even though genotype by environment interaction exists for both traits at all loci, and therefore indicates a developmental constraint.
The essential point in the differing patterns of covariance over environments is in the causation of additive genetic covariance by pleiotropy of allelic effects. Without pleiotropy, any additive genetic covariance can only be due to linkage disequilibrium, and might be transitory. Pleiotropy, however, is a descriptive term that only indicates that genes seem to have effects on more than one trait; the mechanisms of pleiotropy are often obscure, though formally an allele change affects two or more traits. Pleiotropy might be structured, however: this is to say that over all loci a covariance exists between the average effects of a gene substitution for one trait and another trait. Such a covariance indicates a functional, physiological or developmental link between the effects of an allele on one trait and its effect on the other trait. A structure in the pleiotropy can exist without reaction norms, plasticity or environmental variation. For plastic traits, structured pleiotropy, either as a trade-off in allelic effects on two traits, or as synergism, leads to a different covariance pattern over environments than does non-structured pleiotropy. If the covariance between allelic effects is zero, there seems to be no developmental constraint, despite the pleiotropy: a genetic covariance between traits need not represent a developmental constraint. A developmental constraint, in the form of structured pleiotropy, shows as a genetic covariance, and might constrain the genetic covariance to negative or positive values. A developmental constraint does not necessarily imply a constraint on selection, however. The model for simultaneous selection on several quantitative characters requires the genetic variance/covariance matrix to be non-singular (Lande 1979) . Singularity poses a constraint on selection. But already with a constant ratio between average effects that differs for intercepts and slopes, i.e. aKI /a, = k, and yK, /yK2 = k,, the genetic variance/covariance matrix is non-singular. A constraint on the sign of the additive genetic covariance does not immediately translate into a constraint on selection.
Considerable freedom remains, even if structured pleiotropy itself might be a consequence of natural selection (Cheverud, 1984 , Rose, 1983 The expressions for the additive genetic variances and covariances for intercepts and slopes and between intercepts and slopes are, for two loci, each with two alleles: Therefore, the additive genetic variance too is a quadratic function of the environment.
